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RECENT DECISIONS OF INTEREST TO THE COMMISSION ADOPTED BY THE

,

GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL

1.
This document deals with recent decisions of interest to the Commission adopted
by the General Assembly at its seventh/ special session and by the Economic and Social
Council at

its fifty-ninth session*

. .

.

2.
At its fifty-ninth session held from 2 to 31 July :i3)75j "the Economic and Social
Council, in resolution 195O(LIX)^ topk note of the.annual report of EGA for the period
24 February 1974 to 28 February 1975 and of the recommendations and resolutions con~

tained therein^endorsed the medium-term plan for the period 1976-1979 contained in the

report and further took note of part I of the Survey of economic and social conditions
in Africa, 1974, dealing with the Part I: mid-term review and appraisal of progress in

Implementing the International Development Strategy for the Second tJnited Nations

Development Decade,
The Council also decided to amend the terms of reference of the
Commission by adding a new paragraph between paragraphs 9 and 10 enabling the Commission
to invite any national liberation movement recognized by the Organization of African
Unity to send observers to participaie in its consideration of e.ny matter of interest to
that movement..
Finally, the Council also recommended that the General Assembly should
approve the adoption of Arabic as an official and working language of the Economic
Commission for Africa, in addition to English and French.

3.

In paragraph 3 of resolution 195l(LIX)s relating to assistance to Zambia, the

Council reiterated its satisfaction with the efforts which the Secretary-General con~

tinued to make in order to mobilize and co-ordinate the assistance to Zambia provided
by member States and by-the United Nations system*
In Paragraph 4, it endorsed the
request of the Government of the Republic of Zambia that the United Nations programme

of assistance for Zambia should be extended throughout .1976, m T;he light of present
conditions and possible future developments,,

■4.
In paragraph 1 of resolution 1952(LIX), pertaining to regional co-operation, the
Council invited the regional economic commissions to continue and to intensify their

activities concerning the implementation of the relevant global policy decisions taksn
by the Council and the General Assembly, and in particular of the resolutions of the
sixth special session of the Assembly, and,in addition to exercising their regional
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responsibilities, to give special attention to the problems related to regional co
operation. In paragraph 2, the Council requested the executive secretaries of all the
regional economic commissions to intensify their efforts in favour of all developing
countries by promoting interregional as well as intra-regional co-operation consistent
with the aims and objectives of the decisions taken by all agencies of the United
Nations at the global level, in particular the resolutions of the sixth special
session of the General Assembly, In paragraph 4, the Council further requested the.regional economic commissions, at their intergovernmental sessions, to pay increasing

attention, in preparing their programmes of activities, to the inclusion of interregional
projects which would directly assist their members in strengthening their development
efforts and to take greater initiatives at those sessions,in consultation with UNDF and
the countries concerned, to identify projects for which the commissions would be given

the function of executing agencies by the United Nations Development Programme. In
paragraph 5, the- Council called upon the Secretary-General and the Administrator of the
United Nations Development Programme ,tp expedite the conclusion of the necessary
arrangements, in order that the regional economic commissions might function as
executing agencies for regional, subregional and interregional projects financed by the

Programme.

In paragraph 6, the Council requested the Administrator of the United

Nations Development Programme to utilize the services of the regional economic

.

commissions at the request of the countries concerned for the purpose of making- contnbur-

tions to the forthcoming programme cycle, in particular intercountry-programing. ,

5In resolution 1954A(LlX)f dealing with the problems of availability and supply of
natural resources, the Council requested the Secretary-General-(a) to co-ordinate and
strengthen the research and dissemination of information with regard to projection of
supply, demand, consumption and reserves of natural resources: (b) to ensure that
serious attention was given not only to oil and gas, but also to the problems of the
development of alternative sources of energy, both from fossil fuel and renewablesources: (c) to prepare for the Committee on Natural Resources at its fifth session

comprehensive reports om(i) the status of the use of coal, oil shale and geothermal^

,

energy in developed and developing countries: (ii) the dissemination of^world experience

in the use of fossil coal and oil shale as chemical'raw "materials; (d) to organize an

international seminar on the evaluation and working of coal deposits and the planning

of mining enterprises for the coal industry within the next few years: (e) to submit to
the Committee on Natural Resources at its fifth session a comprehensive report contain
ing a 10 to 15 year evaluation of prospects for the development of, the raw materials_

base for the copper-industry and also of. the demand for copper, including its recycling,
6 " In resolution 1954B(LIX), the Council requested:(a) the Centre* for Natural Resources,
Energy, and Transport to review the present definitions and terminology for reserves;,
production and consumption.;that were being used .in the mineral resources field; (b) the

Secretary-General to convene thereafter a group, of: experts- selected on-an equitable
geographic basis to Prepare a report recommending a common set of definitions and.

terminology which might be used internationally for the purpose of reporting to the

UnUed Nations on mineral resources.

It also., revested the Secretary-General to submit

the report of the above-mentioned group., of .everts to the Committee on Natural Resources

at its; sixth session/

7.

.

.""":.

;

.'....

.

. '■

In .resolution 1954C(.LIX), the Council recognizM;the need for the increased use of

neural resources by developing countries for, their national development: stressed the

went need for measures to avoid the irrational and wasteful consumption and use of
nafural resources of all countries, particualrly those of developing countries expressed
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the conviction that reserves of natural resources should be viewed in a dynamic context
in the light of changing technology, scientific advancement and economic structures;
asserted the need to take measures to promote the processing of raw materials in the
producer developing countries, and to establish appropriate processing arrangements
which would allow the fullest benefits to developing countriest considered that there
was an urgent need to promote the development and transfer of technology in the field

of the production and use of natural resources in order to accelerate the development
efforts of the developing countries* emphasized the crucial importance of securing a
fair and equitable return on natural resources exported in any form by the developing
countries^ underlined the importance of promoting co-operation among developing coun
tries in the field of natural resources, as provided by the Programme of Action on the
Establishment of a New International Economic Order, within the framework of inter
dependence without prejudice to oversell co-operation.,

8.

The Council also requested the Secretary~*General: (a) to continue to collect and

to provide information on natural resources, including relevant data on processing,.
transportation and the structure and operations of industries in natural resources

sectors; (b) to provide assistance to developing countriesj at their request, in their

efforts to improve data on their resources, as vrell as the methodologies necessary for
national forecasting of the supply and demand of natural resources, and in formulating
appropriate policies, consistent with the needs of their national development plans:

(c) to take appropriate action to strengthen and intensify international co-operation
by promoting:(i) the organization of specific research and development programmes in
developing countries, directed towards their energy needs, including the special

requirements of rural areas.; (ii) the exchange of information between countries on
energy research and development, its conservation and greater efficiency in fuel use,
and,on the non—conventional sources, such as solar energy, geothermal energy, wind

power, oil shales and biogas:

(d) to develop and promote the standardisation of

concepts, terminology and methods of measurement of reserves, supply and consumption of
Eatural resources, taking into account the special interests of developing countries;

(e) to examine the problems of natural resources, reserves and supplies in the light

of world economic and monetary conditions:

(f) to work closely with the regional

economic commissions and the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development in
complying with the above request.

9O

In resolution 1954D(LIX), the Economic and Social Council recommended that the

10,

In the resolution 1954E(LIX), the Council requested the Secretary-General.to sub

Council of the United Nations University should consider including in its programme of
priorities research in the field of goothermal and solar energy and the practical
applications of those energy sources; invited the Administrator of the United Nations
Development Programme, in collaboration with all the competent organs of the United
Nations system and bilateral technical assistance programmes, to give favourable con
sideration to the funding of information systems, training courses and seminars in the
exploration and utilization of geothermal energy, and of research and development in
solar energy, and to support the developing countries in participating in those.

mit to .it, at one of its sessions in 1?7S, a proposal for the implementation of the '
recommendations concerning- the intensification of United Nations information services
in the natural resources field, as agreed upon by the Committee on iVtural Resources
at its fourth session as well as the implementation of Economic and Social Council

resolution 176l(LIV)T and to indicate the total estimate of funds and manpower

resources required for the programme-

and decided to formulate a programme, after its

deliberations on the proposal, to be submitted by the Secretary-General in accordance

with the above.

/
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15o

In paragraph 5 Of resolution 1959(LIX), on the World Conference of the Inter

national Women*s Year, the Council urged member States and all orgt.-iizations of the
United-Nations system to take intensified and sustained action to achieve the full

equUlity of men and women and to improve the quality of life 0" all human beingso

160

Resolution 196l(LIX) dealt

specifically with the joint liaison and support units

of the Information and Research Centre on Transnational Corporations and the regional

commissions.
In paragraph 1 of the resolution, the Council requested the SecretaryGeneral j in initiating.the operations of the Information and Research Centre on

Transnational Corporations; to establish, on the /basis'-"of consultations between the
Centre and the- executive secretaries of the regional commissions, joint liaison and
support units in each of the regional commissions to be jointly supported financially
by the Centre and the regional commissions concerned.
In paragraph 2, the Council
decided-that the work programmes at the regional level should be worked out between
the Centre and the

secretariats of the regional

commissions within the framework of

the programme of work agreed upon by the Commission on Transnational Corporations and
the Economic and Social Council,,
In paragraph 3» the Council requested the informa
tion and Research Centre to keep the Commission on Transnational Corporations
informed about progress in the establishment of the
and the work programmes at the regional
abovoD

In paragraph A1

liaison and support units

the Council requested the Commission on Transnational Corpora

tions to report to the Economic and Social

establishment of the joint liaison and
the regional level.

17-

joint

level,1 as provided for in paragraphs 1 and 2,
Council

on the progress i.,ade in the

support units anc1

of the work programmes at

In resolution 1962(LIX) on the proposal for an international year of the child,

the Council requested the

Secretary—General,

in co-operation with the organisations

concerned in the United Nations system and. with

tions,

to

submit to the General Assembly at

interested non—governmontal organiza
its thirty-first session, through the

Economic and Social Council at its' si:cty—first session, bearing in mind the need for
government

support

if

such a year was to be productive,

a report

on measures and

modalities for'ensuring the adequate preparation, support and financing of an inter*nationai year of the child,. t<r'"be prof■sr^'bly the yo^r !979> in connexion with the

twentieth anniversary of the. declaration of the Rights of the Child.

16In the second preambuia'r.'paragraph 3 of.. resolution 1963(LIX)T on technical co
operation among developing countries, the Council recalled that by resPlutior 325l(XXIX)
of 4 December 1?74 the General Assembly had invited the regional

economic commissions

and the participating and executing agencies of the United Mations system to implement
the recommendations addressed, to them in the report of the Working Group on technical

Co—operation among Developing Countries on'its third session,,
In paragraph 2, the
Council .requested the'Administrator of UIIDP to carry ov.V further stuctfer, with a view
to identifying specific projects of technical co-operation..among developing countries

at the subregn->nal, regional and interregional levels, tnrough the special unit for'
co-ordination referred to in General Assembly resolution 325l(XXIX)f with'the object

/

of establishing programmes of technical co-operation among developing countries.
In
paragraph 4, the Council stressed the desirability of the regional intergovernmental
meetings on technical co-operation among developing countries being held as soon as

possible, and therefore not later than December 19?6.
In paragraph 7, the Council
recommended that the General Assembly should appropriate funds under the regular budget
of the United Nations to cover the cost of providing conference servicing facilities
for the regional meetings and the intergovernmental regional and global
technical

co-operation among developing countries.

symposia on

-

/
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19-

The Council, in resolution 1966(LIX) on youth policies and programmes, recommended

that the General Assembly at its thirtieth session should approve the recommendation of
the Secretary—General that the United Nations Volunteers programme be designated as
of the United Nations for the execution of youth prog

the principal operational unit
rammes;

recommended further that the General Assembly at its thirtieth session should

approve .the expansion of the terms of reference of the Special Voluntary Fund for the
United Nations Volunteers to include the receipt of additional contributions for the
purposes described in the preceding paragraph; appealed to Governments and other
potential

sources for contributions to

the Special Voluntary Fund,

to be used to.help

to finance United Nations youth programmes sponsored by the United Nations Volunteers
programme;

joint

and requested the

Secretary-General and the Administrator of UNDP to

hold

intersecretariat consultations at least once every year to discuss the implementa

tion of programmes to be undertaken as described in the preceding paragraphs on the
basis of principles and programmes objectives laid down by the relevant policy—making
bodies.
The Council further requested the Secretary—General and the Administrator of

UNDP to take whatever administrative action was necessary, within existing resources,
to folloxtf the course of action described in the paragraphs aboveT

with effect from

1 January 1976- Finally,the Council requested the Secretary—General to submit to the
Commission for Social Development at its twenty—fifth session,
the

20«
the

in 1977? a report on

implementation of the present resolution,

In paragraph 1 of resolution 1967(LIX) on rural development, the Council requested
Secretary—General of the United Nations,

subject to r. final

a World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development,

decision on convening

to be ready to cc—oparate

actively with the Director—General of FAO in the preparations for the planned Conference
and at the

same time .invited other interested specialized agencies to take part

actively in the Conference-

21.

In the last preambular paragraph of resolution 1968(LIX) relating to the Tripartite

World Conference on Employment,
national Division of Labour,

Income Distribution,

the Council

ing co-operation between the various

international bodies,

greater efficiency in solving political,
be dealt with separately but
the Council

requested the

economic and

only within a general

regional

Social Progress and the Inter

realized the extreme desirability of strengthen

commissions to

with a view to achieving ■

social problems,

frame of reference..
givt the

fullest

which cannot
In paragraph 1,

possible co« operation

to the ILO in the preparations for the Tripartite World Conference on Bcployment,
Income Distribution, Social Progress and the International Division of Labour*.
In.
paragraph 2, the Council further requested the competent bodies of UNCTAD, UNIDO and

the specialized agencies, especially FAO, UNESCO.and. WHO, to collaborate with the ILO
in readiness for their participation in the Tripartite World Conference on Enployment,
Income Distribution,

Social Progress and:the International Division of Labour*

Unite.d Nations Office of Financial

of the resolution,

Services

is

submitting the financial

The

implications

including travel funds for representatives of the regional commis

sions to attend the Tripartite World Conference at Geneva,

in 197^,

"to the Economic

and Social Council,

22.

Concerning the uses of the sea and coastal area development (resolution 197O(LIX)),

the Council noted. With satisfaction the study prepared by the, Secretary's-General on the

uses of the sea (E/565O and Corr. "l)) and the report of the Secretary—General on coastal
area

management and development which were prepared in co-operation with the com

petent
organizations
of
the
United
Nations
system*
endorsed
the
SecretaryGeneral's programme of activities in the field of coastal area development; requested
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the Secretary—General to submit to the Council,

on a regular and continuing basis,

pertinent information on the uses,of the sea° requested the specialized agencies, the
International Atomic Energy Agency and the other United Nations institutions concerned
with marine affairs to contribute to the elaboration of further studies by the SecretaryGeneral on marine questions- requested the Secretary-General to continue the process of
identifying various regions or subregions specially amenable to coastal area management
and in this connexion, at the request of Governments concerned,, to

and development,

assist in the elaboration of comprehensive plans of action for such an approach,

drawl

ing "for this purpose upon the expertise of appropriate organizations within.the United
Nations system;

further requested the Secretary-General to take effective measures for

the promotion of a better and wider application of marine technology suitable for
developing countries in their endeavours relating to coastal areas, including the

provision of assistance in the matter of training, institution building and the
acquisition and implantation of appropriate technology? requested the organizations of
the United Nations system .concerned and also the regional commissions to give full
support to the Secretary—General in implementing programmes for coastal area develop
ment as a joint endeavour and to develop further their existing close collaboration,
using whenever appropriate established mechanisms of co—ordination.
The Council

finally requested the Secretary-General to report to it at its sixty-third session,
on progress made in implementing the resolution.

23°

Concerning resolution 197l(LIX) on assistance to the drought—stricken areas of

Ethiopia,
Ethiopia

the Council appreciated the assistance given to the drought—stricken regions of
Governments, intergovernmental organizations and voluntary agencies.

by

In the last preambular paragraph it noted the efforts made by the United Nations system
towards the implementation of the provisions of Council resolutions l833(LVl) and

l876(LVIl)o

agencies,to

In paragraph 1, the Council urged the United Nations and its specialized

implement vigorously the provisions of the resolutions mentioned above.

In the paragraph 2,

the Council appealed to the. Governments of all member States and

to intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations and voluntary agencies to
intensify their assistance to the drought—stricken regions of Ethiopia, in view of the
increasing severity of the drought condition,

24«

In resolution 1973(LIX) relating to further steps to be taken concerning the trans

port of dangerous goods,
of Dangerous Qoods

the Council

to pursue its

the recommendations of the

requested the Cormaittee of E:cperts on the Transfer

efforts in particular in two areas:

Committee more

that of giving

scope and depth and that of strengthening

harmonization on the basis that had now been laid; also requested the Committee of
Experts to study, in consultation with other bodies concerned, particularly UNCTAD,
IHCO,

ICAO,

IATA and the regional

the possibility of a joint approach to
of dangerous goods by
all modes of transport which would take into account the general scope of a future
the drafting of an international

convention of international
results of its study:

commissions,

convention on the transport

intermodal transport, and to report to the Council the

urged Governments of member States and the international

organizations concerned to

support the efforts of the Committee,

in ^articular by

giving appropriate instructions to their representatives on the various bodies con

cerned at the international or at the regional or subregional level.
also decided to enlarge the

members from developing countries,
countries-

The Council

composition of the.Committee of Experts by adding five

so as to

ensure the adequate participation of such

.lii/CN. 14/ 9 yd/Add, o
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25,

In paragraph 2 of resolution 1977(LIX) on public administration and finance for

development^

the Council requested the international organisations and,

in particular,

UHDP, to. support prelects in the field of public administration and finance at the
nationalj regional and interregional levels, and measures for the development and
dissemination of information on critical problems of public administration and finance
in developing countries.

26.

.

.

.

Resolution 1978(LIX) on the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of

Independence

to Colonial

Countries and Peoples "by the

specialized agencies and inter

national institutions, associated with the United Nations is of concern to ECA since
most of the paragraphs are directed to the specialized agencies and other organizations.
within the United Nations system,"their member Governments or their executive heads.

The resolution is reproduced fully in Annexe I of this document.
27•

Concerning the'preparatory work for the United Nations Water Conference

(Picsolution 1979(£TX))i the.Council decided to authorize the Committee on Natural

Resources to act as the preparatory Committee to assist the

Secretary—General

preparation and organization [of the United. Nations Water. Conference:

in the

approved the

revised provisional agenda for th"e United Nations Water Conference, on the understand
ing that the provisional agenda should be finalized by the Committee on Natural
Resources, acting as the preparatory committee for the Conference; emphasized the
importance of regional meetings as part of the preparatory process for the United
Nations Water Conference and,.to that en&v requested the regional commissions to hold
the regional meetings "before the end of 1^76; decided to convene the United Nation.s . ,

Hater Conference in Argentic T.oia 7 to 18 March. 1977. requested the Secretary-General'
to ensure full co~ordination with the preparatory work for the United Nations Con
ference on Desertification in order to ensure the appropriate contribution by the
Water Conference to the Conference on Desertification;-

. '

.

recommended that the Governments

which had not yet done so should start the preparation of their contribution to the
United Nations Water Conference; and requested the Secretary—General to continue with.
the preparation for the United Nations Water Conference as
report,

in close

co-operation with the

suggested in his progress

specialized agencies concerned,

commissions and organ-: of the United Nations,

the regional

together with intergovernmental and

international non-governmental institutions in a position to contribute to the prepara
tion?; for the Conference, ami to submit a renort on the progress accomplished to the
Committee on Natural Resources, acting as tho preparatory committee for the Conference.

28,

In paragraph 2 of resolution 198O(LIX) concerning the special session of the

General Assembly devoted to development and international

economic co—operation,

the

Council decided that the provisional agenda'of the special session should be "Develop
ment and international economic co'-operation" as called for in Genera?, Assembly

resolution 3172(XXVTIl), while the issues to be considered would be essentially

international trade, international monetary reform and transfer of real resources for
financing the development of developing countries, science and technology, industrializa

tion, food, and agriculture, and the restructuring of the economic and social sectors of
the United Nations system.
In paragraph 3 it' decided further that the Preparatory
Committee should hold its third session from 10 to 22 August 1975 at United Nations
Headquarters with a'view to finalizing the process of preparations for the speical
session, in particular by submitting to the Assembly at its special session proposals
that vrould serve as a basis for negotiations and decisions at that session.
In
paragraph 4 the Council recommended that the General Assembly at its speical session

E/CN. 14/598/Ad(L 6
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should (a) adopt, on priority basis, concrete and positive decisions on all issues
mentioned in paragraph 2 which would make a decisive impact on further negotiations
within the United Nations as well as in other international foi a for

of a new international economic order,
of the United Nations system in the

intergovernmental committee to

29°

~';he

establishment

(b) initiate the process for the restructuring

economic and social fields and establish an

deal with such issues.

Decision 120(LIX) on the harmonization of programme budget presentation and co

ordination within the United Nations system is of interest to the regional

economic

commissions and especially paragraph (b) in which the Council decided to endorse the
initiative of the Administrative Committee on Co—ordination in regard to the harmoniza
tion of the budget presentation and to urge the organizations and programmes concerned
in the United Nations system to
budgets and medium—term plans,

seek every feasible means of harmonizing programme
giving special attention to

the

comparability of

programme narratives.

30,

At its seventh special session, the General Assembly adopted resolution 3362(S—VIl)

relating to Development and international

economic co-*ov) oration.

In view of its wide

implications for the developing countries, -this resolution is presented in its entirety
in

this

document

as annex II.

Annex I

ANNEX

I

1978(.LIX). Imj^me^t^

and the" i^^r}^i^o^T^n^i^tjyons assgjsL^od withjh?.. .uMlGi

.*fc

.«~

.

Nations'-

^wi^^xj^ned. the report of the Secretary-General, the report of the
PresidenVof fhVYconomic and Social Council, and the annual report of the

Administrative Committee on Co-ordinotion for 1974/75 concerning the item entitled

"Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples by the specialized agencies and the international institutions
associated with the United Nations",

Recalling General Assembly resolution 1514(XV) of 14 December i960 containing
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples,
and all other resolutions adopted by United Nations bodies on this subject,

including in particular General Assembly resolution 33OO(XXIX) of 13 December
1974 and Council resolution l892((LVTl) of 1 August 1974,

Taking into.account the statements made by the Chairman of the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration

on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples ?.t the fifty-

ninth session of the Council,

Gravely, concerned that millions of people are still living under oppressive
colonial and alien domination and conscious of the critical, need of these peoples
and their national liberation movements for concrete assistance from the specialized
agencies and the international institutions associated with the United Nations in
.their struggle for liberation from colonial rule and in their efforts to conso
lidate

their national

independencef

Reaffirming the responsibility ct the specialized agencies and other organ

izations within the United nations system to take all effective ceasurcs, within

their respective spheres of cccpatcncej to
tion of the Declaration and other relevant
particularly in the provision of moral and
to the peoples of the colonial territories

ensure tho full and Epoedy implementa
resolutions of United ITaticce bodice,
material assistance, on a priority basis,
and their national liberation movements,

Aware that, although considerable progress has been made in the extension
of assistance to refugees from the colonial territories in Africa, mainly through
the efforts of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the action
taken hitherto by the organizations concerned in the provision of assistance
to the peoples of the territories through their national liberation movements
continues to remain inadequate to meet the urgent needs of those peoples,
Noting ..with satisfaction the measures .initiated by some, of the specialized
agencies and other organisations within the United Nations system, in particular
the World Pood Programme and the United Nations Development Programme, to provide
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assistance on a priority basis to the peoples of the territories formerly
administered by Portugal, and exjxressing its appreciation to the SecretaryGeneral for the initiative he has taken in that regard,

to the General Secretariat of the Organization

of Afrfta^U^ioTihftintaSd co-operation and assistance extended by it to
the organizations within the United Nations system in connexion with the imple
mentation of the relevant resolutions of tue United Nations,

1.

Takes note of the report of the President of. the Economic and Social

Council and endorses' the observations and suggestions contained therein;

2. Reaffirms that the recognition by the General Assembly, the Security
Council anFolheTUnited Nations organs of the legitimacy of the struggle of

colonial peoples to achieve freedom and independence entails, as a- corollary, xne
extension by the United Nations system of organizations of all the necessary

moral and material assistance to the peoples of the colonial territories and
their national

liberation .movements:

3. ■EaroresSesiiBJaEHeciaUgn to those specialized agencies and. organizations

within the'UnTbeTlfaTioTrr^stem which have continued to co-operate in varying

degrees with the United Nations in the implementation of the Declaration on-the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples and other relevant
resolutions of the United Nations, and urges all the specialized agencies and

other organizations within the United Nations system to accelerate the full and
speedy implementation of the relevant provisions of .these resolutions;

4-

Requests the specialized agencies and other organizations within the

United Nations system to -ender or continue to render, as a matter oi urgency,

all possible moral and material assistance to the colonial peoples in Africa

struggling for their liberation from colonial rule and, in particular, recommends

that the organizations concerned should initiate or broaden contacts ^a co
operation with these peoples, in consultation with the Organization oi African
Unity, and should work out and imploment concrete programmes for such assistance

with the active collaboration of the national liberation movements concerned;
■ ■ : 5. ' Ur^s. the specialised agencies and ^other organizations^ within the

' .United.Kat^nTsyotem to .extend all: moral and m^teri^ assistance to the newly
^.independent 'and"emerging States;

6.

"".."''

"

' ; ' [

Requests the specialized agencies and other organizations within the

United NatlonT^s'tem, in accordance with the relevant resolutions of the General
Assembly and the Security Council, to continue to take all necessary njeasures to
withhold any financial, economic, technical or other assistance from the Government
of South Africa and the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia, to discontinue all
support to them until they restore to the peoples of Namibia and Zimbabwe their
inalienable right to self-determination and independence, and to refrran. irOm
taking any action which might imply recognition of the legitimacy of t^e
domination of the territories by those regimes;

-'-.

7. Notes with satisfaction the arrangements made by several specialized
agencies anTSriSTz'ations enabling representatives of the national _ liberation

movements recognized by the Organization of African Unity to participate fully
as observers in their proceedings relating to the countries concerned, and calls
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upon those organizations which have not yet done so to make such arrangements
without delay, including provision for the payment of travel and other related
expenses incurred in connexion with the participation of representatives of the
national liberation movements in such proceedings;

8. Invites all Governments to intensify their efforts in the specialized
agencies and other organizations within the United Nations system of which they
are members to ensure the full and effective implementation of the Declaration
and other relevant resolutions of the United Nations and, in that connexion, to

accord priority to the provision of adequate resources for the desired programmes

of assistance to the peoples in the colonial territories and to their national

liberation movements;

9-

Urges the executive heads of the specialized agencies and other

organizations within the United Nations system, with a view to facilitating
the implementation of the provisions of paragraph 8 above, to formulate and
submit to their respective governing bodies or legislative organs, as a matter
of priority and with the active co-operation of the Organization of African
Unity, concrete proposals for the full implementation of the relevant United
Nations decisions, in particular specific programmes of all possible assistance
to the peoples in the colonial territories and their national liberation

movements;

10, Draws the attention of the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples to the present resolution and to the discussions
on the subject at the fifty-ninth session of the Council;
11. Requests the President of the Economic and Social Council to continue
consultations on this matter with the Chairman of the Special Committee and to
report thereon to the Council;

12- Decides to keep this question under continuous review.

1979th plenary meeting,

31 July 1975.
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Development and international economic co-operation

(Please see the attached document)
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LIST OF RESOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS ADOPTED BY T*-*E COUNCIL
"DURTNG ITS FT^-MINTH SESSION
RESOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS ADOPTED WITHOUT REFERENCE TO A SESSIONAL COMMITTEE
Resolutions

195O(lJX)

Annual report of the Economic Commission for Africa

1951(IXX)

Assistance to Zambia

1952(LDC)

Regional co-operation;

1S59(LIX)

IJorld Conference of the International Horaen's Year

Decisions

lOl(LIX)

.

Economic, financial and technical assistance to the Government of Guinea-

Bissau and to the territories still under Portuguese domination

102(LIX)

Annual report of the Economic Commission for Europe

103(LIX)

Annual report of the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific

1O4(LXX)

Reports of the* Economic Commission for Iarin America

1O5(LIX)

Annual" report of''the Economic Commission for Western Asia

106(UX)

Report on the meetings of the Executive Secretaries of the regional

107(LIX)

United Nations export promotion and development efforts

1O8(LDC)

commissions

..,..,..

Report of the Joint Advisory Group on the International Trade Centre

UNCTAD/GATT

109(LIX)

Participation of intergovernmental organizations in the work of the Council

111(LUC)

United Nations University

11?.(LIX)

'

Reports submitted to the Council in connexion with its general discussion

of international economic and social policy, including regional and '

sectoral developments

113(LIX)

Report of the United Nations;High Commissioner for Refugees

135(UX)

Elections

128(UX)

Programme budget implications of action caken by the Co'Jiwil.at its

fifty-eighth and fifty-ninth sessions and of proposals under consideration

at the fifty-ninth session

129(UX)

.

-

,

■

Participation of a national liberation movement in the work of the Council

.? /fry

1 ft

'ir;;
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RESOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS ADOPTED ON TH3 REPORTS OF THE EOOHOMIC COMMITTEE
Resolutions

1953(UX)
1954(LIX)

Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial Development and

Co-operation (2/57?4)

Problems of availability and supply of natural resources - (E/5731)
Resolution A
Resolution B
Resolution C
Resolution D
Resolution 2

1955(LIX)

International river basin development (E/5731)

1956 (LEX)

Permanent sovereignty over natural resources (E/5731)

1£57(LIX)

■.

'

Comprehensive plan of action for and co-ordination of programmes within

the United Nations systsm in the field of natural resources development

(E/5731)

.

.

.....-■-.

Resolution A
Resolution B

Report of the Governing Council of the United Nations Environment

Programme on itr third session (S/573?, and Add.l)

Information and Research Centre on transnational Corporations (E/5737)
1961 (LEC)

Joint liaison and support units of the Information and Research Centre
on Transnational Corporations and the regional commissions (E/573?)

1S73(LEC)

Further steps to be taken concerning ths transport of dangerous goods

3574 (UX)

(2/5741)

k of the Committee of Everts on the Transport of Dangerous goods

(E/5741)

1975 (UX)

Transport of dangerous goods (E/5741)

197S (LK)

Identification of the least developed among the developing countries
(2/573c)
■

1S77(UX)

Public administration and finance for development (E/573C)
Special session of the General Assembly devoted to development and
international economic co-operation (E/5739)

Decisions

llO(LIX)

Report of the Committee on Natural Resources (3/5731)

114(UX)

Summary records for the Commission on Transnational Corporations and
convening of an expert group (E/5737)

Fid-term review and appraisal of progress in implementing the International
Development Strategy for the Second United Nations Development Decade
(S/573w

Report of the Board of Governors of the United Nations Special Fund

(E/573C)
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127(LIX) , .

^Draft provisional agenda and annotations, for the third session of the
^epaeat.ory Committee for the Special Session of the General Assembly

Devoid to Development and Iicemational Economic Co-operation (E/5739)

.■

■..

'

■

:

.

■ ■ ','•.',

.

■".*'.".

■ ■

'.■--

RESOUlTIQNS AND DECISIONS ADOPTED ON THE 3SF6sTS OF THE POLICY AND PROGRAMME
;...

■

CQ~O3DINATION COM.<IITT!EE.

:

Resolutions

1962(UX)

Propoaal for an international year of the child (E/5735)

1963(LEC)

Technical co-operation among developing countries (E/5736)

1964(L3X)

Report-of L-he Executive Board of1 the United Nations Children's Bund
(E/5736)' ■'

1965 (LIX)

United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration (E/5736)

1966(UX)

Youth policies and programmes" :(S/5736)

1967(LK)

Rural development. (5/5733 and Corr-.l) -

1968(LE)

Tripartite Uorld Conference on Employment, Income Distribution., Social

•

. :]-

■

.,-; .

,-

Progress and the International Division of Labour (S/5733 and Corr.l)

1969(L3X)

Food problems (E/5'04)

1970 (UX)

Uses of tilts ^vjc d«u coastal area development (E/5730)

1971(LIX)

Assistance to the drought-stricken areas of Ethiopia (E/5744)

Assistance in oases of natural disaster and other disaster situations

(2/5744)

197C(UX)

Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Couritricr, cr.2 Peoples by the specialized agencies and the
international institutions asviociated with the T-:iited Nations (E/5743)

1979(LIX)

Preparatory wcrh for the United Nations Hater Conference (E/574?)

Decisions

116 (LIX)

Reports of the Governing Council of the United Nations Development
Programme (E/5735)

117(LK)

Report of the Joint Inspection Unit on the need for a revised concept
of the regional training proeranmes of the United Nations Development

Programme in the least developed countries:
llC(LIX)

the East African case (E/5736)

aeconstitution of the United Nations/FAO Intergovernmental Committee

of the IJorld Food Programme as a Committee on Food Aid Policies and
Programmes (E/5736)

119 (LEC)

Amendment to General Regulation No.6 of the General Regulations of the
I'Jorld Food Programme (33/5735)

120(LIX)

Harmonization oi programme budget presentation and co-ordination within

the United Nations system (E/5733 and Corr.l)
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12l(UX)

Report of the Joint Meetings ox the Policy and Programme Co-ordination
Committee and the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination, and report
of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination on spheres of competence
and work programmes of United Nations organizations and agencies in the

field of marine science and its applications (e/5?33 and Corr.l)...

124(LEC)

Cycle of cessions of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs (E/574?)

125(UX)

Calendar of conferences and meetings (E/574?.)

126(L2X)

Third session of the Preparatory Committee for the Special Session of

:

the General Assembly Devoted to Development and International Economic
Go-operation, and meetings of 'forking Group II of the Committee for
Development Planning, and of the '.7orkin£ Group on Oceanography and Data

Exchange of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (E/5742)

RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AT ITS SEVENTH SPECIAL SESSION

3362(S—VH)»
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